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1. AGAZARIAN, Yvonne. SYSTEMS-CENTERED THEORY AND PRACTICE. Systems-Centered Training and Research Institute. 2010. 8vo, 103pp. A very good paperback copy. $20


5. BILLIG, Michael. FREUDIAN REPRESSION. Conversation Creating The Unconscious. Cambridge, 1999. 8vo, 290pp. A near fine paperback copy. $20


22. EVANS, Dylan. AN INTRODUCTORY DICTIONARY OF LACANIAN PSYCHOANALYSIS. Routledge. 1996. 8vo. 239pp. A very good paperback copy. $20


27. FINK, Bruce. FUNDAMENTALS OF PSYCHOANALYTIC TECHNIQUE. A Lacanian Approach for Practitioners. Norton. 2007. 8vo. 301pp. A very good hardback copy in like dustjacket. $20


33. GANTT, Susan P. and AGAZARIAN, Yvonne. SCT IN ACTION. Applying the Systems-Centered Approach to Organizations. iUniverse. 2005. 8vo. 174pp. A very good paperback copy. $10

34. GANTT, Susan P. and AGAZARIAN, Yvonne. SCT IN CLINICAL PRACTICE. Applying the Systems-Centered Approach with Individuals, Families and Groups. WingSpan, Livermore. 2006. 8vo. 191pp. A very good paperback copy. $20


45. JAQUES, Elliott with GIBSON, R.O. AND ISAAC, D.J. LEVELS OF ABSTRACTION IN LOGIC AND HUMAN ACTION. Heinemann. 1978. 8vo. 31pp. A very good hardback copy in like dustjacket. $20


52. LACAN: RABATE, Jean-Michel.(Edited by) THE CAMBRIDGE COMPANION TO LACAN. Cambridge, 2003 8vo. 257pp. A near fine paperback copy. $15

53. LOEWALD, Hans W. M.D. SUBLIMATION. INQUIRIES INTO THEORETICAL PSYCHOANALYSIS. Yale. 1988. 8vo. 89pp. A very good hardback copy in like dust jacket. $15

54. LOPEZ-CORVO, Rafael E. SELF-ENY. THERAPY AND THE DIVIDED INNER WORLD. Aronson, 1995. 8vo. 233pp. A very good hardback copy in like dust jacket. $20


57. MELTZER, Donald with others. STUDIES IN EXTENDED METAPSYCHOLOGY. Clinical Application’s of Bion’s Ideas. Clunie Press.1986. 8vo. 215pp. A very good hardback copy in like dust jacket. $20


68. RIESENBERG-MALCOLM, Ruth. ON BEARING UNBEARABLE STATES OF MIND. Routledge, 1999. 8vo. 201pp. A very good paperback copy. Edited and introduced by Priscilla Roth. $20


70. RUBIN, Jeffrey B. A PSYCHOANALYSIS FOR OUR TIME. Exploring the Blindness of the Seeing I. NYU, New York. 1998. 8vo. 254pp. A very good hardback copy in like dust jacket. $30

71. RYCRST, Charles. THE INNOCENCE OF DREAMS. The Hogarth Press. 1979 8vo. 184pp. A very good hardback copy. Dustjacket a little faded and small tear to front cover. $15

73. SCHARFF, Jill & David. OBJECT RELATIONS. INDIVIDUAL THERAPY. Aronson. 2000. 8vo. 640pp. A very good paperback copy. $20

74. SCHARFF, Jill Savage and TSIGOUNIS, Stanley A. (Edited by) SELF HATRED IN PSYCHOANALYSIS. Detoxifying the Persecutory Object. Brunner-Routledge, 2003. 8vo. 248pp. A very good paperback copy. $20

75. SCHWARTZ, Richard C. INTERNAL FAMILY SYSTEMS THERAPY. Guildford Press. 1995. 8vo. 248pp. A very good paperback copy. $15

76. SEGAL, Z.G. et al. MINDFULNESS-BASED COGNITIVE THERAPY FOR DEPRESSION. A New Approach ... Guilford, New York. 2002. 8vo, 351pp. A very good hardback copy in like dust jacket. $25


78. SHARPE, Ella Freeman. COLLECTED PAPERS ON PSYCHOANALYSIS. The Hogarth Press and The Institute of Psycho-Analytic. 1978. Third Impression. 8vo. 280pp. A very good hardback copy in like dustjacket. Sticker residue mark on front of dustjacket. $20

79. SIELER, Alan. COACHING TO THE HUMAN SOUL. Ontological Coaching and Deep Change. Volume Two. Alan sieler, Newfield, Australia. 2007. 8vo, 411pp. A near fine paperback copy. $45


84. STERN, Donnel B. UNFORMULATED EXPERIENCE. From Dissociation To Imagination In Psychoanalysis. The Analytic Press. 2003. 8vo. 293pp. A very good paperback copy. $15


86. STOLOROW, Robert. ATWOOD, George & BRANDCHAFT, Bernard. THE INTERSUBJECTIVE PERSPECTIVE. Aronson. 1994. 8vo. 220pp. A very good paperback copy. $15


89. TSIANTIS, John.(Senior Editor) et al. WORK WITH PARENTS: PSYCHOANALYTIC PSYCHOTHERAPY WITH CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS. Karnac. 2000. 8vo. 202pp. A very good paperback copy. $15


91. WEISS, Joseph. HOW PSYCHOTHERAPY WORKS. Process and Technique. The Guilford Press. 1993. 8vo. 224pp. A near fine hardback copy in like dust jacket. $15

92. WHITE, Michael. MAPS OF NARRATIVE PRACTICE. Norton. 2007. 8vo. 304pp. A very good hardback copy in like, price-clipped dustjacket. $15
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